Khasi-Cymru Collective

Bringing together the music of Wales and the Khasi Hills in North East India, ‘Sai-thaiñ ki Sur (the weaving of voices in Khasi) is a unique
collaboration between artists from two distinct cultures. Between 1841 and 1969, hundreds of men and women left Wales to establish and maintain
the first Welsh Overseas Mission in the Khasi and Jaiñtia Hills, with profound and lasting consequences for Khasi people.
The album represents a three-year collaboration between Welsh songwriter Gareth Bonello (The Gentle Good) and artists from the indigenous
Khasi community. Recorded in the city of Shillong and in villages around Meghalaya, ‘Sai-thaiñ ki Sur explores folk songs, poetry, missionary
hymns, folklore, and historical and contemporary issues affecting both societies.
Khasi instruments and rhythms are heard in performances by Rani Maring, Risingbor Kurkalang and Meban Lyngdoh, keepers of a tradition
passed on for generations. There are new songs too, inspired by prominent poets from Wales and the Khasi Hills, co-written with renowned
Khasi songsmith Desmond Sunn, the captivating poet Lapdiang Syiem and virtuoso flautist Benedict Hynñiewta.
Gareth Bonello is a Welsh songwriter and multi-instrumentalist who performs under the stage name The Gentle Good. Taking influence from
the traditional music and folklore of Wales, along with myriad sources from all over the world, Gareth creates timeless folk music in both
English and Welsh.
He has released several critically acclaimed albums, winning the Welsh Language Album of the Year award in 2014 with Y Bardd
Anfarwol (The Immortal Bard), and was awarded the Welsh Music Prize in 2017 for the follow up Ruins/Adfeilion.
www.thegentlegood.com
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The Khasi Hills and Cymru (Wales)

Khasi and Jaiñtia people are indigenous to Meghalaya, a state in North East
India that borders Assam and parts of Bangladesh. In the 1840s, Welsh
Calvinistic Methodists launched their first of several overseas missions to
the region. The Welsh mission persisted until 1969 and had many notable
effects on Khasi society and culture, the consequences of which are still
playing out today.

Kot Jingrwai. It began as a Welsh folk song – Wel, Bachgen Ifanc Ydwyf
(Well, I am a Young Lad) – before being exported to the Khasi Hills dressed
up as a Methodist hymn. It was a little piece of Welsh oral culture that is
now largely forgotten; the melody being too dour and old fashioned for
modern tastes.

Intent on evangelisation rather than colonisation, the Welsh mission
focussed on improving literacy, education and healthcare. In the process,
they suppressed many elements of traditional Khasi culture and would
have been viewed by many Khasis as colonisers. In 1899, the Seng Khasi
movement was formed to counter the efforts of missionaries in the region
and to protect traditional Khasi culture.

In May 2016, Gareth began studying for a PhD in music and performance
under the supervision of Professor Lisa Lewis at the University of South
Wales. His doctorate was part of a larger academic study that explored the
connection between Wales and the Khasi Hills through artistic collaboration.

‘Sai-thaiñ ki Sur

The project produced a theatre piece called Performing Journeys, for which
Gareth was musical director. Featuring a mixed Khasi and Welsh cast, it
was directed by Lisa Lewis and toured extensively in both Wales and India.
Through writing, rehearsing, and performing together, the artists gained a
deeper understanding of each other’s cultures and the challenges they face
in the 21st century.

As a cultural and linguistic minority within the British state, the Welsh
were perhaps more sympathetic to the threat that British imperialism could
pose to a small nation. They were dedicated to the Khasi language and
were fundamental in the production of early Khasi literature. Some Welsh
missionaries represented Khasi interests against the exploitative practices of
Between 2017 and 2020, Gareth became a regular visitor to Meghalaya and
the East India Company and the British Empire in the region.
would stay for several weeks at a time in and around the busy capital Shillong.
Today, 85% of Khasis are Christians, with the majority being Presbyterian During his visits he got to know many musicians, artists, academics, and other
or Catholic. Most of the remainder follow Ka Niam Khasi, the indigenous members of the Khasi community. Thanks to the musician and craftsman
belief system that continues to be a cultural influence on everyday life for Risingbor Kurkalang, Gareth acquired a duitara, a stringed instrument made
non-Christian and Christian Khasis alike.
from the wood of the jackfruit tree, ubiquitous in Khasi folk music. The
duitara is traditionally used to accompany stories and folk songs around
In Wales, the religious revivals of the 18th and 19th centuries replaced a lively Ka Rympei, the hearth. The oral tradition has a strong influence on Khasi
secular folk culture with a dominant literary and religious one. Out went the culture and around the hearth is where that culture is shared and passed on.
taverns, the bawdy ballads, and harps and in came the chapels, the piano,
and the hymns. New hymns were written for the new Wales by enthusiastic Gareth began to learn the distinctive rhythmic patterns of the duitara with
writers such as William Williams Pantycelyn, often borrowing folk melodies instruction from the musician and teacher Meban Lyngdoh, and learned
for the tune. An example of this is Bryniau Cassia, the hymn tune named Khasi tunes from Risingbor and his sister Kong Battimai. He made several
after the Khasi Hills that still features today in the Khasi Hymn Book Ka trips with the esteemed folklorist Desmond Kharmawphlang to the village
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of Pahambir, in Ri Bhoi District. There, he learned a great deal about Khasi “I believe there is good that can come from our ever-increasing connectedness. By
music from the musician and craftsman Rani Maring, muiñ* experts Prit and taking the time to dialogue and to listen to each other we gain a deeper underJai Makri and their extended family and friends.
standing of our shared histories. When collaboration across cultures is done with
time and care, it can help shape a more positive future for us all. So, let us listen
Inspired by the work of the famous Khasi poet Soso Tham, Gareth worked to each other’s voices, and weave together something beautiful.” - Gareth Bonello
with contemporary poets Esther Syiem and Desmond Kharmawphlang
to explore linguistic connections between Welsh and Khasi in poetry and *The muiñ is a thin piece of carved bamboo attached to a cord. When it is placed on the lips and
song. From this disparate group of artists and academics, ideas of a future the cord is pulled, a sound is produced and amplified by the player’s mouth. Skilled players can
change pitch by altering the shape of their mouth, and can switch rhythms by pulling the cord at
based on artistic collaboration took shape, and the Khasi-Cymru Collective different rates and by using alternate breathing patterns.
was born.
The Khasi title ‘Sai-thaiñ ki Sur, has a meaning close to ‘the weaving of voices’
in English. It was chosen by Lapdiang Syiem, a poet and performer based in
Shillong. Gareth, Lapdiang and her musical collaborator Apkyrmenskhem
Tangsong would improvise together, combining the spoken word with
music, in an empty house in the old mission compound in Mawkhar. In the
evenings, he would sometimes meet with Benedict Hynñiewta to jam and
compose on duitara, guitar and a bamboo flute called a besli.
During this time, Gareth also met the Khasi songwriter and DJ Desmond
Sunn, and appeared several times on his Red FM radio show. Gareth and
Desmond composed Kam Pher together in a forest outside Shillong, racing
the sunset to finish writing before the cold set in.
This album portrays a diversity of styles and voices that have been woven
together. Some tracks are unaltered live takes made in the village of
Pahambir, or the mission house in Mawkhar. Others were recorded by Peter
Dkhar at the studio Merliham Arrangements, in Shillong. There are Welsh
and Khasi folk songs, as well as new pieces written in collaboration.
As this album came to its final fruition, the world was coming to terms with
the fallout of a worldwide pandemic; an unintended consequence of our
increasingly interconnected global society. Perhaps it is also a reminder from
nature that as the human world expands, we have a responsibility to consider the consequences for the natural world and our fellow human beings.
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DIOLCH O GALON! KHUBLEI SHIBUN! THANKS!
Paul Carr, Helen Davies, Wanphrang Diengdoh, Peter Dkhar, Jennifer
Gallichan, Diz Heller, Benedict Hynñiewta, Nigel Jenkins, Desmond
Kharmawphlang, Risingbor Kurkalang, Kong Battimai, Bestarroy Kurkalang
and the family at Laitkyrhong, Kerme Lamare, Lisa Lamare, Jeff & Zorba
Laloo, Lisa Lewis, Meban Lyngdoh, Rani Maring, Jai Makri, Prit Makri
and the residents of Pahambir, Bakham Marbaniang, Gwyneth Mawlong,
Ribor Mb, Andy May, Llion Roberston, Ina Schröder, Desmond Sunn,
Mark Swer, Esther Syiem, Lapdiang Syiem, Jewel Syngkli, Apkyrmenskhem
Tangsong, Shemphang Thangkhiew, Rhys ap Trefor, Bah Kerios Wahlang,
Rhiannon Williams, Sioned Webb, TomosTots, University of South Wales,
Coleg Cymraeg Cenedlaethol, North Eastern Hill University, Naxos World
& ARC Music.

Track 1 composed & arranged by Risingbor Kurkalang. Track 2 composed
by Daniel Protheroe (1866-1934), arranged by Gareth Huw Bonello,
author William Williams, Pantcelyn (1717-1791). Tracks 3, 9, 13 traditional,
arranged by Gareth Huw Bonello. Track 4 composed by Shemphang
Thangkhiew, arranged by Rani Maring. Tracks 5, 10, 11 composed &
arranged by Gareth Huw Bonello. Track 6 traditional, arranged by
Rani Maring. Track 7 composed & arranged by Gareth Huw Bonello
& Desmond Rimaki Sunn, author Desmond Rimaki Sunn. Track 8
composed and arranged by Gareth Huw Bonello & Benedict Hynñiewta.
Track 12 composed by Gareth Huw Bonello & Lapdiang Syiem.
Tracks 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 recorded at Merliham Arrangements, Shillong,
Meghalaya, India. Tracks 3, 13 recorded at Streamlet Cottage, Mawkhar,
Shillong, Meghalaya, India. Tracks 4, 6 recorded at Pahambir Village,
Ri Bhoi, Meghalaya, India. Track 5 recorded at Siula Grande, Gogledd
Llandaf, Caerdydd, Cymru. Tracks 12 recorded at Stiwdio Pen y Peel,
Treganna, Caerdydd, Cymru.

MUSICIANS:
Gareth Huw Bonello - duitara, guitar, vocals, cello
Risingbor Kurkalang - duitara
Rani Maring - maryngod, tangmuri
Jewel Syngkli - duitara, vocals
Jennifer Gallichan - backing vocals
Prit Makri - muiñ
Residents of Pahambir - percussion
Desmond Rimaki Sunn - vocals
Benedict Hynñiewta - besli (bamboo flute)
Mebanlamphang Lyngdoh - duitara, ksing, ka bom, kynshaw
Lapdiang Syiem - spoken word

Producer & musical director: Gareth Huw Bonello | Recording engineer
for tracks 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11: Peter Dkhar | Recording engineer for tracks
3, 4, 6, 12, 13: Gareth Huw Bonello | Recording engineer for track 5:
Llion Robertson | Mixing: Llion Robertson | Final mastering: Diz Heller
Liner notes: Gareth Huw Bonello, ed. Sarah Wanstall | Booklet photos:
Kerme Lamare | Cover & product design: Sarah Wanstall
℗ &© 2021, ARC Music Productions International Ltd.
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